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Publisher Bestsellers

Column Editor, Julie Gammon (University of Akron)

And, y’all if we can have Library Bestsellers, we can also have Publisher Bestsellers. These are books that publishers tell us are among their most requested titles.

This month, we have bestsellers from Workman Publishing.

Workman Bestsellers


And a Fringe Benefit. Here are Hidden Treasures. Books that have received acclaim, but may not be selling as well as the publisher expected.

Workman Hidden Treasures


Gail MacColl and Carol McD. Wallace. *To Marry An English Lord, Or, How Anglomania Really Got Started.* 0-89480-939-3/$14.95 Paper. This is the story of how over 100 heiresses (like Vanderbilt, Rogers, and Whitney) swapped dollars for titles. Selection of the Book-of-the-Month Club.